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It's small, light, waterproof and looks super cool too! You don't need to use anything else with it and it can be as stylish as your
car itself! It's a must have accessory for any car collector, especially for those who are collecting antique or classic cars. It
features Bluetooth connectivity and accelerometer to know the speed and location of the car, so that you know if you are
stopping the car at traffic lights, or you could speed away. You might also like Check out these amazing companion products
from our friends at Etekcity: The Etekcity:Traxx XS-1 Bluetooth Antenna Tune The Etekcity:Ultra Tune MK3 The
Etekcity:Radio Tune Tune All these products also work with the Facile OBD2 Bluetooth Scanner Shop with confidence at Cute
Carz When you make your purchase on Cute Carz you are fully protected by our guarantee. We will do everything in our power
to make sure you are satisfied with your purchase, including offering a full refund if you’re not! Featuring a built-in
accelerometer, the Facile Weatherproof Bluetooth OBD2 Car Scanner is your all-in-one solution for reading all sorts of car
information from the OBD2 diagnostic port of any vehicle. You no longer need any cables to read the VIN number, OBD codes,
warning messages, and so on. The facile is waterproof and designed to be a perfectly fit for your car's OBD2 port. This
multifunctional scanning tool is not only a OBD2 scanner, but also an mp3 player, GPS navigator, cellphone holder, and a
flashlight. The built-in rechargeable LiPo battery and the large capacitive touch-screen display give you a convenient and fun
experience. The Facile OBD2 is extremely easy to use, with preinstalled apps for navigation, voice control, mp3 player, and
flashlight. Besides, you can set up your favorite mp3 files and movies through mp3 player function. More convenient and more
fun! The Facile Weatherproof Bluetooth OBD2 Car Scanner is what you need! The Facile Bluetooth OBD2 Car Scanner is a
handy OBD2 Bluetooth scan tool, which can be used as a multilingual multifunctional multifunctional OBD2 Bluetooth car
scanner, can be used as a car scanner
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7 days ago - EOBD Facile 2.61 Crack Full Serial Key Latest Version {Torrent} EOBD Facile 2.61 Crack is a software for those
users who have their cars. This software is essential for all those users who want to know how their cars work EOBD Facile 2.8
crack full serial key and direct link EOBD Facile 2.8 crack full serial key and direct link EOBD Facile 2.8 crack is a software
for those users who have their cars. This software is essential for all those users who want to know how their cars work
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